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week to Corvallis. Slated to perform for the Frosh are Joe Vielbig,
John Kerns, Gerald Berreman, and
Martin Meadows. Vielberg and
Kerns will team up for one doubles

Honolulu combination.
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one
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Frosh tennis squads will see action
Just what lucky lad will take it upon himself to do the quar- today when they tangle with the
terbacking- next fall for the Ducks is a puzzler still open for air- invading Oregon State Beavers in
But at the present Ji mCalderwood, up from the frosh, is matches scheduled to begin at 10
ing
A. M. on the Emerald street courts.
-~t#p man, and chances are he’ll be the same when school opens
The Beavers will field an allThe 170-ib., 6 ft., 1 in. ace is a pretty good letterman
again next fall
aggregation, including
passer and has fine footwork for
such experienced men as Hugh
a ball-handler

Prince and Zolezzi, Oregon, (70)
IV2 tied Lyons and Bejamin, WSC,
(70) IV2.
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Husky Golfers

lost a game to the law school
Fircrest golf club Friday.
and I don’t think we ever will.”
The links engagement was someThe spokesman remains unidentified for security reasons. It is ru- what closer than the score might
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ington State college at the Eugene
country club by a score of 18 y2 to
8V2.
In gaining their third consecutive conference victory, and their

(69) 3 def. Beeber and Olson,

(73) 0.

Best ball: Provost and Donahue, college in a tune-up match April
16.
19 years,” he said, “and we will Oregon, (70) 2 def. Mathews and
Coach Sydney Milligan re*
Calkitt, WSC, (73) 1.
keep on winning for the next 19.”
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Mo Thomas, Charles Ma, M. Brown.
He explained that according to Law—Ralph Johnson, Keith Rodstatistical analysis the business man, Cliff Oulette, Stan Jones.
school will whip the law school on
the field of honor today by a score
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technicality.
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SPECIAL RATES T O STUDENTS
An Adventure

Rawhide reinforcements
the shoulders of
SPALDING and
WRIGHT & DITSON
Rackets keep strings
and
tighter longer
“FIBRE WELDING”
and “FIBRE SEALING”
give extra strength.
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sets

the pace in sports

